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Abstract— Refer to this research, a grad ient descent
optimization methodology for position fu zzy - model
based computed torque controller (GDFCTC) is
proposed for highly nonlinear continuum robot
man ipulator. The main problem o f the pure co mputed
torque controller (CTC) was equivalent problem in
uncertain systems. The simulat ion results exhib it that
the CTC works well in certain system. To eliminate the
continuum robot manipulator system’s dynamic;
Mamdani fu zzy inference system is design and applied
to CTC. Th is methodology is based on applied fu zzy
logic in equivalent nonlinear dynamic part to estimate
unknown parameters. This relatively controller is mo re
plausible to implement in an actual real-t ime when
compared to other techniques of nonlinear controller
methodology of continuum arms. Based on the gradient
descent optimizat ion method, the PD-gain updating
factor has been developed in certain and part ly
uncertain continuum robots. The new techniques
proposed and methodologies adopted in this paper
supported by MATLAB/SIM ULINK results represent a
significant contribution to the field of design an
optimized nonlinear co mputed torque controller for
continuum robots.
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I.

Introduction

Continuum robots represent a class of robots that
have a biologically inspired form characterized by
flexib le backbones and high degrees-of-freedom
structures [1]. The idea of creating “trunk and tentacle”
robots, (in recent years termed continuum robots [1]), is
not new [2]. Inspired by the bodies of animals such as
snakes [3], the arms of octopi [4], and the trunks of
elephants [5], [6], researchers have been building
prototypes for many years. A key motivation in this
research has been to reproduce in robots some o f the
special qualit ies of the bio logical counterparts. This
includes the ability to “slither” into tight and congested
spaces, and (of particular interest in this wo rk) the
ability to grasp and manipulate a wide range of objects,
via the use of “whole arm man ipulation” i.e. wrapping
their bodies around objects, conforming to their shape
profiles. Hence, these robots have potential applications
in whole arm g rasping and man ipulation in unstructured
environments such as rescue operations. Theoretically,
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the compliant nature of a continuum robot provides
infinite degrees of freedom to these devices. However,
there is a limitation set by the practical inability to
incorporate infinite actuators in the device. Most of
these robots are consequently underactuated (in terms of
numbers of independent actuators) with respect to their
anticipated tasks. In other words they must achieve a
wide range of configurations with relatively few control
inputs. This is partly due to the desire to keep the body
structures (which, unlike in conventional rig id-link
man ipulators or fingers, are required to directly contact
the environment) “clean and soft”, but also to explo it
the extra control authority available due to the
continuum contact conditions with a min imu m number
of actuators. For example, the Octarm VI continuum
man ipulator, d iscussed frequently in this paper, has nine
independent actuated degrees -of-freedom with only
three sections. Continuum man ipulators differ
fundamentally fro m rig id-lin k and hyper-redundant
robots by having an unconventional structure that lacks
lin ks and jo ints. Hence, standard techniques like the
Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) algorith m cannot be directly
applied fo r developing continuum arm kinematics.
Moreover, the design of each continuum arm varies
with respect to the flexible backbone present in the
system, the positioning, type and number of actuators .
The constraints imposed by these factors make the set
of reachable configurations and nature of movements
unique to every continuum robot. This makes it difficu lt
to formu late generalized kinematic or dynamic models
for continuum robot hardware. Chirikjian and Bu rdick
were the first to introduce a method for modeling the
kinemat ics of a continuum structure by representing the
curve-shaping function using modal functions [6].
Mochiyama used the Serret- Frenet formu lae to develop
kinemat ics of hyper-degrees of freedom continuum
man ipulators [5]. For details on the previously
developed and more man ipulator-specific kinematics of
the Rice/Clemson “Elephant trunk” man ipulator, see [1],
[2], [5]. For the Air Octor and Octarm continuum robots,
more general forward and inverse kinematics have been
developed by incorporating the transformations of each
section of the manipulator (using D-H parameters of an
equivalent virtual rigid link robot) and expressing those
in terms of the continuum manipulator section
parameters [4]. The net result of the work in [6], [3]-[5]
is the establishment of a general set of kinemat ic
algorith ms for continuum robots. Thus, the kinematics
(i.e. geometry based modeling) of a quite general set of
prototypes of continuum man ipulators has been
developed and basic control strategies now exist based
on these. The development of analytical models to
analyze continuum arm dynamics (i.e. physicsbased
models involving forces in addition to geometry) is an
active, ongoing research topic in this fie ld. Fro m a
practical perspective, the modeling approaches
currently available in the literature p rove to be very
complicated and a dynamic model which could be
conveniently implemented in an actual device’s realtime controller has not been developed yet. The absence
Copyright © 2013 MECS

of a computationally tractable dynamic model for these
robots also prevents the study of interaction of external
forces and the impact of collisions on these continuum
structures. This impedes the study and ultimate usage of
continuum robots in various practical applications like
grasping and manipulat ion, where impu lsive dynamics
[1], [4] are important factors. Although continuum
robotics is an interesting subclass of robotics with
promising applications for the future, fro m the current
state of the literature, this field is still in its stages of
inception.
Controller is a device wh ich can sense informat ion
fro m linear or nonlinear system (e.g., continuum robot)
to improve the systems performance [7-9]. The main
targets in designing control systems are stability, good
disturbance rejection, and small tracking error[7-12].
Several continuum robot are controlled by linear
methodologies (e.g., Proportional-Derivative (PD)
controller, Proportional- Integral (PI) controller or
Proportional- Integral-Derivative (PID) controller), but
when robot works with various payloads and have
uncertainty in dynamic models this technique has
limitat ions. In some applicat ions continuum robot are
used in an unknown and unstructured environment,
therefore strong mathemat ical tools used in new control
methodologies to design nonlinear robust controller
with an acceptable performance (e.g., minimu m error,
good trajectory, disturbance rejection) [8-10].
Co mputed torque controller (CTC) is a powerful
nonlinear controller which it widely used in control of
robot manipulator. It is based on feedback linearization
and computes the required arm torques using the
nonlinear feedback control law. This controller works
very well when all dynamic and physical parameters are
known but when the robot manipulator has variation in
dynamic parameters, in this situation the controller has
no acceptable performance[7-14]. In practice, most of
physical systems (e.g., robot manipulators) parameters
are unknown or t ime variant, therefore, co mputed
torque like controller used to compensate dynamic
equation of robot manipulator[1, 6]. Research on
computed torque controller is significantly growing on
robot manipulator application wh ich has been reported
in [1, 6, 15-20]. Vivas and Mosquera [19]have proposed
a predictive functional controller and compare to
computed torque controller for tracking response in
uncertain environment. However both controllers have
been used in feedback linearizat ion, but pred ictive
strategy gives better result as a performance. A
computed torque control with non parametric regression
models have been presented for a robot arm[16]. This
controller also has been problem in uncertain dynamic
models. Based on [7- 11, 20-44]and [12-20] co mputed
torque controller is a significant nonlinear controller to
certain systems which it is based on feedback
linearization and computes the required arm torques
using the nonlinear feedback control law. When all
dynamic and physical parameters are known, co mputed
torque controller works fantastically; practically a large
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 135-148
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amount of systems have uncertainties, therefore sliding
mode controller is one of the best case to solve this
challenge.

,
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- Mass in each module
- Mo ment o f inertia of the rig id rod in

each module.

Gradient descent is a first-order optimizat ion
algorith m. Gradient descent works in spaces of any
number of dimensions, even in infinite-d imensional
ones. In the latter case the search space is typically a
function space, and one calculates the Gâteaux
derivative of the functional to be min imized to
determine the descent direction. The gradient descent
can take much iteration to co mpute a local minimu m
with a required accuracy, if the curvature in different
directions is very different for the given function. To
improve the output performance as well as resolve the
PD gain updating factor this method is used. The PD
gain updating factor of this controller is adjusted off
line depending on the iterations .
This paper is o rganized as follows; section 2, is
served as an introduction to the computed torque
controller formu lation algorith m and its application to
control of continuum robot and dynamic of continuum
robot. Part 3, introduces and describes the methodology
(gradient descent optimal co mputed torque controller)
algorith m. Section 4 is presented the simulat ion results
and discussion and the final section is describing the
conclusion.

Fig. 1: Assumed structure for analytical model of a section of a
continuum arm

A global inert ial frame (N) located at the base of the
arm are given below

II.

Theory

A.

Dynamic Formulation of Continuum Robot

The Continuum section analytical model developed
here consists of three modules stacked together in series.
In general, the model will be a mo re precise replication
of the behavior of a continuum arm with a greater of
modules included in series. However, we will show that
three modules effect ively represent the dynamic
behavior of the hardware, so more co mplex models are
not motivated. Thus, the constant curvature bend
exhibited by the section is incorporated inherently
within the model. The mass of the arm is modeled as
being concentrated at three points whose co-ordinates
referenced with respect to (see Figure 1);
Where;
- Length of the rigid rod connecting the two struts,
constant throughout the structure
,
module

- Spring constant of actuator

at

,
module

- Spring constant of actuator

at

,
module

- Damp ing coefficient of actuator

at

,
module

- Damping coefficient of actuator

at
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The position vector of each mass is initially defined
in a frame local to the module in which it is present.
These local frames are located at the base of each
module and oriented along the direction of variat ion of
coordinate
of that module. The positioning of each
of these masses is at the centre of mass of the rigid rods
connecting the two actuators. Differentiating the
position vectors we obtain the linear velocities of the
masses. The kinetic energy (T) of the system compr ises
the sum of linear kinetic energy terms (constructed
using the above velocities) and rotational kinetic energy
terms due to rotation of the rigid rod connecting the two
actuators, and is given below as
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where is a vector of input forces and q is a vector of
generalized co-ordinates. The force coefficient matrix
transforms the input forces to the generalized
forces and torques in the system. The inert ia matrix,
is composed of four block matrices. The block matrices
that correspond to pure linear accelerations and pure
angular accelerat ions in the system (on the top left and
on the bottom right) are symmet ric. The matrix
contains coefficients of the first order derivatives of the
generalized co-ordinates. Since the system is nonlinear,
many elements of contain first order derivatives of
the generalized co-ordinates. The remaining terms in
the dynamic equations resulting fro m gravitat ional
potential energ ies and spring energies are collected in
the matrix . The coefficient matrices of the dynamic
equations are given below,
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The model resulting fro m the application of
Lagrange’s equations of motion obtained for this system
can be represented in the form

Due to viscous damping in the system, Ray liegh’s
dissipation function [6] is used to give damping energy
)

(

It can be evinced fro m the force exp ressions that the
total input forces acting on each module can be resolved
into an additive co mponent along the direction of
extension and a subtractive component that results in a
torque. For the first module, there is an additional
torque produced by forces in the third module.
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The potential energy (P) of the system co mprises the
sum of the gravitational potential energy and the spring
potential energy. A small angle assumption is made
throughout the derivation. This allows us to directly
express the displacement of springs and the velocities
associated with dampers in terms of system generalized
coordinates.
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The generalized forces in the system corresponding
to the generalized co-ordinates are expressed as
appropriately weighted comb inations of the input forces.
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B.

Computed Torque Controller

The central idea of Co mputed torque controller (CTC)
is feedback linearization so, orig inally this algorith m is
called feedback linearizat ion controller. It has assumed
that the desired motion trajectory fo r the
man ipulator ( ), as determined, by a path planner.
Defines the tracking error as [45-66]:
()

()

()

(18)

Where e(t) is error o f the plant, ( ) is desired input
variable, that in our system is desired displacement,
( ) is actual displacement. If an alternative linear
state-space equation in the form ̇
can be
defined as
̇

0

1

0

1 0 1
̇

̇)

+

(21)

Then compute the required arm torques using inverse
of equation (21), is;
( )( ̈

)

( ̇

)

(22)

This is a nonlinear feedback control law that
guarantees tracking of desired trajectory. Selecting
proportional-plus-derivative (PD) feedback for U(t)
results in the PD-computed torque controller [8-10];
( )( ̈

)
̇

(

̇)

(23)

and the resulting linear error dynamics are

0 1

(19)

( ) (
( ) and this is
With
̇)
known as the Brunousky canonical fo rm. By equation
(18) and (19) the Brunousky canonical form can be
written in terms of the state
,
̇ - as [11-34]:
0 1
̇

( ) * (
̈

0 1

(20)

( ̈

)
̇

(24)

According to the linear system theory, convergence
of the tracking error to zero is guaranteed [6]. Where
and
are the controller gains. The result schemes
is shown in Figure 2, in wh ich two feedback loops,
namely, inner loop and outer loop, which an inner loop
is a compensate loop and an outer loop is a tracking
error loop.

With

Fig. 2: Block diagram of PD-computed torque controller (PD-CT C)

C.

Fuzzy Inference Engine:

This section provides a review about foundation of
fuzzy logic based on [32- 53]. Supposed that is the
universe of discourse and
is the element of
,
therefore, a crisp set can be defined as a set which
consists of different elements ( ) will all or no
membership in a set. A fuzzy set is a set that each
Copyright © 2013 MECS

element has a membership grade, therefore it can be
written by the following definition;
*

( )|

+

(25)

Where an element of universe of discourse is ,
is
the membership function (MF) of fu zzy set. The
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 135-148
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membership function ( ( )) of fu zzy set must have
a value between zero and one. If the membership
function
( ) value equal to zero o r one, this set
change to a crisp set but if it has a value between zero
and one, it is a fu zzy set. Defin ing membership function
for fuzzy sets has divided into two main groups; namely;
numerical and functional method, which in numerical
method each number has different degrees of
membership function and functional method used
standard functions in fu zzy sets. The membership
function which is often used in practical applications
includes triangular form, trapezoidal form, bell-shaped
form, and Gaussian form.
Linguistic variable can open a wide area to use of
fuzzy logic theory in many applications (e.g., control
and system identification). In a natural artific ial
language all numbers replaced by words or sentences.
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(28)
(

)

When
and
have crisp values fuzzification
calculates the membership degrees for antecedent part.
Rule evaluation focuses on fuzzy operation (
)
in the antecedent of the fuzzy rules. The aggregation is
used to calculate the output fuzzy set and several
methodologies can be used in fuzzy logic controller
aggregation, namely, Max-Min aggregation, Su m-M in
aggregation, Max-bounded product, Max-drastic
product, Max-bounded sum, Max-algebraic su m and
Min-max. Two most common methods that used in
fuzzy logic controllers are Max-min aggregation and
Sum-min aggregation. Max-min aggregation defined as
below

Ru le statements are used to formu late the
condition statements in fuzzy logic. A single fu zzy
rule can be written by

(

)

(

⋃

2

)

(

0

)

( ) 13

(29)

(26)
The Sum-min aggregation defined as below
where and
are the Linguistic values that can be
defined by fuzzy set, the
of the part of
is called the antecedent part and the
of the part of
is called the Consequent or
Conclusion part. The antecedent of a fu zzy if-then ru le
can have multip le parts, which the following rules
shows the multiple antecedent rules:
̇

(27)

where is error, ̇ is change of error,
is Negative
Big,
is Medium Left, is torque and
is Large
Left.
rules have three parts, namely, fu zzify
inputs, apply fuzzy operator and apply imp lication
method which in fuzzify inputs the fuzzy statements in
the antecedent replaced by the degree of membership,
apply fuzzy operator used when the antecedent has
mu ltip le parts and replaced by single nu mber between 0
to 1, this part is a degree of support for the fuzzy rule,
and apply implication method used in consequent of
fuzzy ru le to replaced by the degree of membership.
The fuzzy inference engine offers a mechanism for
transferring the rule base in fu zzy set which it is divided
into two most important methods, namely, Mamdani
method and Sugeno method. Mamdani method is one of
the common fu zzy in ference systems and he designed
one of the first fu zzy controllers to control of system
engine. Mamdani’s fuzzy inference system is divided
into four major steps: fu zzificat ion, rule evaluation,
aggregation of the rule outputs and defuzzification.
Michio Sugeno use a singleton as a membership
function of the rule consequent part. The following
definit ion shows the Mamdani and Sugeno fu zzy ru le
base

Copyright © 2013 MECS

(

)

∑
where
and

(

⋃

(

0

)
)

(30)

( )1

is the number of fuzzy ru les activated by
(
) is a fuzzy
and also ⋃

interpretation of
rule. Defuzzification is the last
step in the fuzzy inference system which it is used to
transform fu zzy set to crisp set. Consequently
defuzzificat ion’s input is the aggregate output and the
defuzzificat ion’s output is a crisp number. Centre of
gravity method (
) and Centre of area method
(
) are t wo most co mmon defuzzification methods,
which
method used the following equation to
calculate the defuzzification
(

)

∑

∑

(

∑ ∑

)

(

)

(31)

and
method used the following equation to
calculate the defuzzification
(

)

∑
∑

(
(

)
)

(32)

(
) and
(
) illustrates the
Where
crisp value of defu zzificat ion output,
is d iscrete
element of an output of the fuzzy set,
(
) is
the fuzzy set membership function, and is the number
of fuzzy rules.
Based on foundation of fuzzy logic methodology;
fuzzy log ic controller has played important rule to
design nonlinear controller for nonlinear and uncertain
systems [53-66]. However the application area for fu zzy
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 135-148
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control is really wide, the basic form for all co mmand
types of controllers consists of;
 Input fuzzification (binary-to-fuzzy[B/F]conversion)
 Fuzzy rule base (knowledge base)
 Inference engine
 Output defuzzification (fuzzy-tobinary[F/B]conversion).

III. Methodol ogy
Gradient Descent Fuzzy Model-base
Torque Optimization Algorithm

( )
(33)
for
a small enough number, then ( )
( ).
With this observation in mind, one starts with a guess
for a local minimu m of
, and considers the
sequence
such that
)

Gradient descent optimal algorith m co mputed torque
controller (GDA CTC) was tested to Step response
trajectory. In this simu lation, to control position of
continuum robot the first, second, and third joints are
moved fro m ho me to final position without and with
external d isturbance. The simulation was implemented
in MATLA B/SIMULINK environment. These systems
are tested by band limited wh ite noise with a p redefined
40% of relative to the input signal amp litude. This type
of noise is used to external disturbance in continuous
and hybrid systems and applied to nonlinear dynamic of
these controllers.

Computed

For co mputed torque controller application the
system performances are sensitive to the controller
coefficients (
) . Therefore to have a good
response, compute the best value controller coefficients
are very important. Grad ient descent algorithm is based
on improving the input parameters by moving
iteratively in the direction of the estimated gradient of
the response of interest. One of the major concerns with
this type of algorithm is the estimation of the gradient
and its statistical properties. Naturally, the heart of
gradient{based algorith ms is the technique used to
estimate the gradient. Here we present the most
common methods used in the simu lation optimization
literature. Gradient descent is based on the observation
that if the mult ivariab le function ( ) is defined and
differentiable in a neighborhood of a point , then ( )
decreases fastest if one goes fro m in the direction of
the negative gradient of at ,
( ) . It follows
that, if

(

IV. Results and Discussion

Gradient descent opti mal algorithm computed
torque controller Opti mization: in GDA CTC;
controllers performance are depended on the
controller’s coefficient gain (
). These two
coefficients are computed by GDA optimization;
Figures 3 and 4.

Fig. 3: T rajectory Gradient descent optimization in FMCT C

(34)

We have
(

)

(

)

(

)

(35)

So hopefully the sequence ( ) converges to the
desired local minimu m. Note that the value of the step
size is allowed to change at every iteration. With
certain assumptions on the function (for examp le,
convex and
Lipschitz) and particular choices of
(e.g., chosen via a line search that satisfies the Wolfe
conditions), convergence to a local min imu m can be
guaranteed. When the function is convex, all local
minima are also global minima, so in this case gradient
descent can converge to the global solution.

Copyright © 2013 MECS

Fig. 4: Error; Gradient descent optimization in FMCT C

Tracking performances: Figure 5 shows tracking
performance for GDA-CTC and CTC without
disturbance. By trial and erro r
coefficients
are;
Fro m
the
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 135-148
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simu lation for first, second, and third links, it was seen
that the different controller gains have the different
performance. Tuning parameters of CTC by trial and
error and gradient descent optimizat ion for continuum
robot are shown in Table 1.
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fluctuations in trajectory responses. As mentioned
earlier, CTC wo rks very well when all parameters are
known.

T able 1: T uning parameters of a step CT C by trial and error
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Fig. 6: GDA-FMCT C and CT C for First, second and third link
trajectory with disturbance

Among above graph (6) relating to step trajectory
following with external disturbance, GDA CTC and
CTC have fairly fluctuations. By comparing some
control parameters such as overshoot, rise time, steady
state and RMS error it co mputed that the GDA CTC's
overshoot (1.8% ) is lower than CTC's (8% ), although
both of them have about the same rise time; GDA CTC
(0.5 sec) and CTC (0.41 sec), the Steady State and RMS
error in GDA CTC (Steady State error = -0.0019 and
RMS error=0.0025) is fairly lower than CTC (Steady
State error
and RMS error=
).

Fig. 5: GDA-FMCT C and CT C for First, second and third link
trajectory

By co mparing step response trajectory without
disturbance in CTC and GDA FM CTC, it is found that
the GDACTC's overshoot (1.32% ) is lower than CTC's
(6.44% ).
Disturbance rejecti on: Figure 6 has shown the power
disturbance elimination in CTC and GDA CTC. The
main target in th is controller is disturbance rejection as
well as the other responses. A band limited wh ite noise
with predefined of 40% the power o f input signal is
applied to CTC and GDA CTC. It found fairly
Copyright © 2013 MECS

Errors in the model: Figure 7 has shown the error
disturbance in CTC and GDA CTC. The controllers
with no external disturbances have the same error
response, but GDA CTC has the better steady state error
when the continuum robot has external disturbance.
Furthermore the RM S error profile for GDA CTC is
sharply dropped compared to the CTC.
The error in GDA CTC and CTC is widely increased
among of error g raphs (relating to Step response with
external disturbance. By comparing the steady state and
RMS error it observed that the GDA CTC's steady state
and RMS error (Steady State error = -0.0019 and
RMS error=0.0025) is lo wer than CTC's (Steady State
error
and RMS error=
). When
applied disturbance in these controllers it is co mputed
that the steady state and RMS error in CTC increased
rapidly appro ximately 130% but in GDA CTC it is
approximately 22%.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2013, 12, 135-148
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